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Dr. WITTE. The unearned annuities are much smaller than the 
old-age pensions, and they will be in decreasing amounts. For the 
man that only contributes 5 years, there is a considerable unearned 
annuity. For a man that contributes 10 years, it is much less; it 
decreases. That is a provision to take care of the situation of these 
people that are growing old and have very little earning capacity left. 
That is where the unearned annuity comes in, to take care, to some 
degree at least of those people. The man who is now 45 and has 
lost his job will have lesser benefits than he had before, probably, but 
he is not going to remain completely idle. He will build up something, 
and the unearned annuity does come in to help that man to some 
extent. 

The CHAIRMAN. And it would be helpful in view of the oId-age
pension benefits provided for in this measure. 

Mr. VINSON. One question further, please, Doctor. 
I asked you some time ago about that table, where they tax the em

ployees at 1 percent and the employers, 1 percent. Have you that 
table there? 

Dr. WITTE. Yes; I have that table. That will have the effect, if 
you start with 2 percent right away, and step up in &year’ intervals, 
which is still a low tax, of reducing the ultimate cost by $500,000,000 
a year. 

Mr. HILL. I take it that in the consideration of this legislation, of 
course you gave very serious attention to the question of the adequacy 
of these old-age pensions. What did you use as a criterion to measure 
the matter of the adequacy of these pensions? 

Dr. WITTE. The standard that we have here is that the State must 
provide that the old person be given enough of a pension to live in 
reasonable decency and health, and the Federal Government pays half 
the cost up to $15. There is no pension law at the present time that 
pays more than $30 a month as a maximum, except the laws of 
Massachuset,ts and New York, which have thus very clause that is 
provided in this bill. 

Thirty dollars a month, under normal circumstances, probably is 
the maximum pension that will be granted in rural areas. In cities 
it will be higher, and if you feel t,hat that $15 limit on the Federal 
Government is too low, I think that you can raise it, without making 
very much difference in costs, because actually the pensions will not 
average very much higher, except probably in certain cities. In the 
City of New York, at the present time, the pensions average $40 a 
month, although in the State they average $22; so in the City of New 
York this would add somewhat to the cost, if you took off the upper 
limit. 

Mr. HILL. That is an adjustable proposition. If you raised the 
maximum amount that the Federal Governm.ent will contribute from, 
say, $15 to $20 or $25, of course the States would have to match that 
and could match it where the situation in the cities, as you say, and 
the particular circumstances of individuals necessitated a higher 
pension than $30 a month. 

Dr. WITTE. If you did that, you ought to increase the total appro
priation somewhat. 

Mr. HILL. How much? 
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Dr. WITTE. You cannot really estimate, but it will not have such 
a pronounced effect at the beginning. Ultimately it might have a 
very considerable effect. 

Mr. HILL. You would have the safeguard of the States keeping 
down their cost as much as they could in the matter of these old-age 
pensions? It would be a safeguard to that extent against a larger 
payment by the Federal Government? 

Dr. WITTE. Certainly. 
The CHAIRMAN. The whole purpose of this bill is not to prohibit 

the States from contributing more than 50 percent of the amount 
necessary? 

Dr. WITTE. Of course not. In fact, they are required to. 
The CHAIRMAN. If the $15 that is contributed by the Federal 

Government and matched by the State is not adequate, then the 
States will be expected to contribute the necessary amount to meet 
the standards that you set up in this bill? 

Dr. WITTE. Certainly; that is the provision. 
Mr. KNUTSON. I understood you to say that it is intended that the 

States shall administer this law. I am fearful, if you leave it to the 
States, thst it is going to result in building up political organizations. 
I base my thought on the fact that out in Minnesota, where we have 
a radical administration in power now, it is almost impossible for 
indigent Democrats and l$epublicans to qualify for relief, and the 
result is that they are all joining up with this radical party in order to 
get relief and relief work. 

A thing like that could not happen to quite that extent if it were 
administered in Washington. 

Dr. WITTE. I think that actually to have direct administration of 
that by the Federal Government at the present time would mean such 
a large machinery that it is almost inconceivable that the Federal 
Government would administer such a system from Washington. 

Mr. KNUTSON. Could you not set up in each State an organiza
tion similar to that of the Veterans’ Bureau? We were told that the 
Government could not administer that at one time. 

Dr. WITTE. Presumably you w-ould have to pay the whole cost, 
then. 

Mr. KNUTSON. Yes; but it would be worth it to see that you were 
doing exact just,ice to everybody, regardless of politics. 

There is no politics in what I am saying now. I am merely trying 
to be constructively helpful. 

Dr. WITTE. I think that your situation is exceptional. 
Mr. HILL. In this bill, Doctor, somewhere you have a provision 

that the State administrator shall be selected with the view that it shall 
not be partisan. I do not know whether it is in the old-age pension 
part, or in the unemployment compensation. 

What does that relate to? The old-age-pension provision? 
Dr. WITTE. To the unemployment compensation. 
Mr. HILL. I was not sure. 
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, you may proceed to the next subject in the 

bill, if you are ready. 
Dr. WITTE. I would like to pass, then, to the unemployment 

compensation. 
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Mr. COOPER. I suggest that, as we have concluded this part of the 
bill, before we take up a new section we adjourn until tomorrow. 

Mr. HILL. Let him get started on this. 
The CHAIRMAN. I think that we had better continue for a while. 
Dr. WITTE. Title VI begins on page 34 of the bill and relates to 

unemployment compensation. It is not necessary to spend much 
tim.e on the seriousness of the problem of unemployment. I think 
that you all appreciate this as well as I do. It is known by everyone 
that’ unemployment is at this time the major cause ,of destitution; 
it is n major hazard that, we have to take care of. 

It is also a quite well-known fact that there is unemployment even 
in periods of prosperity. We have no unemployment staiist,ics in 
this country-unemployment statistics exist in European countries; ’ 
but we have no unemployment statistics, but we will get them under 
the unemployment compensation system. The best we have are 
some statistics of employment, from which we can make some esti
mates on how much unemployment we have. 

The best estimates that we had in the 20's were those made for 
President Hoover’s Committee on Recent Economic Changes, and 
they indicated that, of the whole period of the 20's, the year in 
which unemployment was lowest was 1923, when there were on the 
average over 1,500,OOO people unemployed in this country, over 5 
percent of industry’s workers, of all types of workers. For several 
of the years of the prosperity period, the average was over 2,000,OOO 
men unemplo ed. These figures, moreover, relate to the entire 
group of emp 9oyed persons. If you confine the figures within the 
groups that you can bring within unemployment compensation, you 
get a much higher rate of unemployment, 

Among nonagricultural workers, it is the estimate of our statisticians 
and actuaries that the average rate of unemployment from the period 
1922 to 1929 was 8 percent, and from 1930 to 1933, it was 25.8 percent. 

I am just citing those figures to call to your at’tention the seriousness 
of the problem that we are dealing with. 

Mr. LEWIS. What would the 8 percent mean, in gross figures? 
Dr. WITTE. From 1,500,OOO to 2,000,OOO people unemployed at 

all times. 
Unemployment insurance is an inst’itution which was developed 

abroad, to take off part of the curse of unemployment--only part 
of the curse; you cannot take it all off. It, was started this way: 
The trade unions in European countries set up funds, just as trade 
unions have in this country? to take care of unemployed members. 
These funds got into difficulties in periods of depression. In the SWISS 
cantons and in Belgium, which were the first to take up this move
ment, the Government stepped in and subsidized these trade-union 
funds. 

England, in 1911, enacted another type of unemployment-insurance 
law, the first compulsory unemployment-insurance law. By this 
time there are compulsory laws in 7 foreign countries, 13 Swiss 
cantons,. and in the Province of Queensland. The Dominion of 
Canada is enact,ing a law this year. 

Besides that, there are 9 countries and 11 Swiss cantons which have 
voluntary laws under which funds are set up to which employers 
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and employees contribute, and to which the Government gives 5 
subsidy. 

The CHAIRMAN. Name those countries. 
Dr. WITTE. I have given them to you in tables that I have included 

in the record. 
The CHAIRMAN. Very well. 
Mr. COOPER. In that connection, will that give some indication of 

the type of laws, and the type and amounts of the benefits? 
Dr. WITTE. Yes, most of the foreign laws have been enacted in the 

last 10 years. All of the unemployment-insurance laws of the foreign 
countries have had serious difficulties in this depression period. That 
is an undeniable fact, and has to be recognized. But they have all 
survived, at least in form; the only country that started unemploy
ment insurance and suspended it is Russia. 

In England, during the period of depression, and England has had 
a depression since 1920, the government has made large contributions 
to the funds, and benefits have been somewhat reduced, and contri
bution rates have been increased. 

That is pretty much the picture all over, but the important thing 
is that in all countries unemployment insurance has survived even the 
depression, with the sole exception of Russia. 

Mr. DINGELL. Let me ask t,his quest’ion-
The CHAIRMAN. I believe it was understood that we would not 

interrupt until the witness was through with his general statement. 
Dr. WITTE. European laws generally provide rather low benefits. 

The English system provides for flat-rate benefits, and flat-rat,e con
tributions. Regardless of the wage of the employee, he gets the same 
benefit. It figures out, on the average, in England, for a single person, 
30 percent of his wage, and, for a person with three dependents, about 
40 percent of his wage. Of course, because it is a flat benefit, it is a 
higher percentage for a man with a smaller wage and a lower percen
age for a man, such as a skilled mechanic, with a higher wage. 

On the Continent, the benefit rates are lower. European countries 
nearly all provide for contributions by t’he employer, the employees, 
and the government. 

In this country there has been discussion of unemployment in
surance since such an act, was passed in 1911 in England, and par-
Gcularly since the depression of 1920. At that time there was intro
duced in t’he Wisconsin Legislature a bill which has been more or 
less of a model for all unemployment compensation bills in this 
country since-a bill which contemplated contribut’ions only by the 
employer. Up to date, however, there has been only one Stat,e that 
has enacted an unemployment-compensation law. That is the St’ate 
of Wisconsin,. which passed an unemployment-compensation law m 
1932. Contributions under it began July 1, 1934-and in listing my 
experience I forgot to state that before I came here I was in charge 
of the Administration of the Wisconsin law-the first unemploy
ment-compensation act in this country. 

In the meantime, also, there have been voluntary systems started 
in this country, the first one in 1916, by the Dennison Manufacturing 
Co. By this time 22 large companies have set up voluntary unem
ployment-compensa tion plans. Plus that, there are trade-union 
plans and some joint trade union and employer plan. 
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There were about 50,000 employees covered by company plans in 1931, 
about 45,000 by trade-union plans, and about 65,000 by joint labor 
and employer plans, or a total of 160,000 people, which is not very 
many, but represents at least some slight experience with these plans. 

These voluntary plans, 51~0, have had quite 5 bit of difficulty in 
this depression. In fact? every type of institution has had plenty of 
difficulty in this depression, 5s you gentlemen well know; and some 
of these plans have fallen by the wayside entirely. Others have 
survided. 

On our advisory committee w5s Mr. Swope, whose company, the 
Gene-al Electric Co., has maintained a voluntary system since 1930 
that is now in verv good financial sha,ne. The Eastman Kodak Co. 
and 14 other cornGal;ies in Rochester 1;ave maintained such a system 
for some time. 

There has developed increasing interest in this general subject with 
the passing of the years. Bills for unemployment insurance or reserve 
systkms $&re introduced in 25 State legislatures in 1933. In seven 
of the States, the bills passed one house of the legisla,ture. At this 
time, right now., in the past summer, there have been functioning nine 
interim legislative committees, most of which have made their reports 
to their legislatures, again awaiting action by Congress before there 
will be action in the States. 

The American FederaGon of Labor, formerly opposed to unemplog
ment insurance, came out in its favor in 1932, and in the same year 
the Democratic Nabional Platform promised unemployment-insurance 
legislation through State action, a promise which has not as yet been 
fulfilled. 

In that connection, too, let me read the stat,ement of the Republican 
N&tional Committee of June 22, 1934, adopted by the Republican 
National Committee: 

Our country has been backward in legislation dealing with social questions.
We welcome the recognition that these questions demand attention of the Govern
ment, but we insist that all of these problems can best be solved within the frame-
work of American institutions, in accordance with the spirit, and principles of the 
founders of the Republic, without destruction of individual freedom. 

That is a less definite committal, but nevert’heless one that commits 
the Republican Party as well as the Democrat’ic Party to the enact
ment of legislation on this subject. 

Mr. WOODRUFF. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. VINSON. I make t,he point of order that &e gentleman has not 

concluded his statement. 
Mr. WOODRUFF. The gentleman has concluded his statement. 
Mr. VINSON. I do not think so. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Woodruff was not here this morning when our 

rule was adopted. 
Mr. WITTE. I have not explained the provisions of the bill. I 

might, elaborate this int’roduction, but I think it is not necessary. 
I think you realize the importance of the problem that we are dealing 
with, I only wish to repeat, 5s I stated in the beginning, that this Un
employment Compensation Act is not 5 complete program for dealing 
with the hazard of unemployment. Ii is complementary to the 
proposal of 5 work program. 
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The first recommendation of the Committee on Economic Security 
is employment assurance. The thought is not that unemployment 
compensation is complete protection. It is merely a first line of 
defense, with limited benefits, but a benefit paid in cash during a 
period while a man has a reasonable opportunity to get back to his 
old employment. 

Beyond that, the Government is in the picture to provide oppor
tunities for empluyment and to stimulate private employment in 
every manner possible. 

Mr. LEWIS. May we not adjourn? It is half past 4, and the 
witness certainly has done his part today. 

The CHAIRMAN. We will t,ake a recess until 10 o’clock, to meet in 
executive session to hear a statement from the Treasury with respect 
to t.he funding bill, and then resume these hearings at lo:30 a. m. 

(Thereupon, at 4:33 p. m., an adjournment was taken until Tuesday 
morning, Jan. 22, 1935, at lo:30 a. m.) 
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TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1935 

HousE 0~ REPRE~EXTATIVES, 
COMNTTEE ON WAYS AND MEANB, 

Wmhington, L?. C. 

The committee met at 11 a. m., Hon. Samuel B. Hill presiding. 
Mr. HILL. The committee will be in order. 
Mr. Witte, you may proceed with your statement on the feature 

of the bill before the committee dealing with unemployment com
pensation. 

STATEMENT OF E. E. WITTE-Resumed 

Mr. WITTE. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: I reached the point 
yesterday of the discussion of the provisions of the bill itself as they 
relate to subject of unemployment compensat’ion. This is dealt with 
in tit,le VI, which begins on page 34 in the bill. 

This bill contemplates what the report of the committee called a 
“cooperative Federal-State system” of unemployment compensation. 
It is a system built up on State lines, but with the Federal Government 
making it possible for the States to act and with the Federal Govern
ment assuming the responsibility for the safeguarding of the reserves. 

States are accorded wide latitude in other respects, but must expend 
the entire amounts collected for unemployment-compensation pur
poses. 

Section 601 on page 34, and section 606, on page 43, should be read 
in conjunction, section 606 being the definition section. The effect of 
the two sections is this: An excise tax is imposed on employers. It 
is imposed on employers who employ four or more employees, exclud
ing governmental units and excluding employers in any industry for 
which Congress may set up a separate unemployment-compensation 
system. There is no such system now, but in the event that Congress 
should see fit to set up a separate system, for instance, for railroad 
employees, or for the employees of interstate carriers, this bill would 
not apply; or if you saw fit to set up a separate system for any other 
industry, that is within your control. 

Mr. LEWIS. How about Government employees? 
Mr. WITTE. Government employees are excluded from the tax, for 

obvious reasons. The Federal Government cannot impose a. ta,x on 
the States or the political subdivisions of the States. This is a tax 
measure. The committee in its report recommended that the States 
should make t,heir own laws applicable to Government employees, but 
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nothing t’hat Congress can do can compel them to do that, if they 
do not wish to do so. 

The tax is to begin January 1, 1936, and the rate after Janu& 1, 
1938, is 3 percent,. In the fir& 2 years, the years 1936 and 1937, the 
rate is to be governed bv the index of production, and the best index 
of product~ion we have ii the index of the Federal Reserve Board. If 
the index of production is 84 or less in a period which ends on January 
30, 1936~that is a misprint, t,here, on page 35; the dat,e should be 
1936--

Mr. COOPCR. TiVhat line is that? 
Mr. WITTE. That, is on line 12 and line 15. 
Mr. COOPER. You say that ought to be 1935 on line 12 and 1936 

on line 15? 
Mr. WITTE. I beg your pardon; no-
Mr. COOPER. Let us get that straight right now. 
Mr. WITTE. It is all right. The previous paragraph (a) governs 

the first, year. It is correct in the bill. I was looking at the wrong 
section. 

If in the 12 months ending September 30, 1935, the index of pro
duction is 84 or less, the rate is 1 percent. It is 2 percent if the 
index of production is more than 84 and less than 95. It is 3 percent 
if it is 95 or above. 

Those figures work out .this way. At the present time, the index 
of production is approximately SO. If present conditions continue, 
if over this whole year period that we are in, conditions do not 
materially impruve, the rate will be 1 percent. It will be 2 percent 
if t,here is substantial but, not complet’e recovery, and it will be 3 per-
cent if there is complet,e recovery. 

The same provision applies for the next year following, aft.er which 
the 3 percent rate takes effect in any event’. 

The tax is computed on the entire pay ioll. 
I do not think it is necessary to elaborate upon the collection 

provisions. They were drafted by the Treasury Department. They 
are the provisions that. are quite customary in excise taxes. 

Against the Federal tax a credit is allowed under section 602, 
page 36, for contributions to St,ate unemployment compensation acts. 
The credit is up to 90 percent of the Federal tax. In any event, 10 
percent of the Federal t’ax is to be collected. The purpose of the 
entire scheme is to make it possible for States to enact unemploy
ment compensation acts. States cannot very readily burden their 
employers with t.he cost of unemployment compensation, unless 
they know that their competitors in other States will also have 
that same cost. That is a necessary measure to enable the States 
to act. The cost of unemployment compensation-and these rates are 
admittedly moderate; and will only pay moderate benefits-the cost 
of unemployment compensation is appreciably greater than work-
men’s compensation. If the States are to act at all, there will have 
to be uniformity in this major respect-uniformit,y of cost. 

The system operates so t,hat employers in a State that does not 
enact an unemployment compensation a& will have the same cost 
as employers in States that do enact an unemployment compensation 
act. The disadvantage that a StaLte puts itself under by enacting 
such an act is removed by this bill. 
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As to the conditions of credit: Credit is allowed under State laws 
which meet certain minimum requirements. These minimum 
requirements are set forth in section 602, pages 36 and 37. First., a 
State must have accepted the Wagner-Peyser Act, the act which 
Congress passed last year, establishing a cooperative Federal-State 
system, of public employment offices. Everywhere the world over 
unemployment compensation has been linked to tne public employ
ment offices, because unemployment compensation is compensation 
for involuntary unemployment. A man, to be compensated, must be 
compensated only if he is unemployed involuntarily. The employ
ment office is the best test. A nation-wide employment service, a 
really functioning employment service, is the best test that can be 
worked out of willingness to work. So this bill provides that the 
State must accept the provisions of the Wagner-Peyser Act. 

Paragraph (b) provides that payments of compensation must be 
made through the employment offices, and that no benefits are to be 
paid until 2 years after contributions take effect. That is to give a 
reasonable chance to build up something of a fund, so that there is 
a fair chance of having the State funds prove successful. If benefits 
are paid before any fund has been accumulated, there is grave danger 
of bankruptcy, particularly under t.heprovision we have in this bill that, 
in the first and second years, the rates may be 1 or 2 percent instead 
of 3 percent. This renders it vitally necessary that no benefits be 
paid for the first 2 years. 

Paragraph (c) provides that all funds, all unemployment-compen
sation funds collected by the States, must be deposited with and 
be invested &nd liquidated under the control of, the Secretary of 
the Treasury. That is a function that the Federal Government 
assumes in the interest of promoting stability, rather than to run 
the danger that in the early stages of a depre.ssion, when unemploy
ment compensation funds will be drawn on heavily, the throwing of 
securities upon the market will actually increase unemployment. 
The purpose of this provision is to prevent such a result. 

Paragraph (d) is in many respects the most important condition. 
The money that the State collects must under all circumstances be 
spent for unemployment-compensation purposes and no other pur
pose. That is a condition of recognizing a State law. The money 
which is collected-and the States can determine for themselves 
what benefit rates they wish, what waiting periods, and so forth-
must be used for unemployment compensation purposes, and they 
cannot use it for anything else. We believe that this removes all 
necessity of inserting any standards regarding benefit provisiond or 
anything of that sort. The States cannot spend the money for any-
thing else, and sentiment in the States will certainly insist that the 
money be spent, if it has been collected. 

The next paragraph provides that no State may deny compensa
tion to employees under the following conditions: If they refuse 
to accept employment in a place which is vacant due to a strike, 
lockout., or other labor dispute. That does not mean that compen
sation 1s paid to men who are on strike. It does provide that 
compensation cannot be denied t’o a man who refuses to take a job 
as a strike-breaker. 
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Second, compensation cannot be denied if the wages, hours, or 
other conditions of work offered are substantially less favorable to 
the employee than those prevailing for similar work in the locality. 
The employee cannot lose his compensation rights because he refuses 
to accept substandard work. That does not mean that he cannot 
be required to accept work other than that in which he has been 
engaged; but if the conditions are such that they are substandard, 
that they are lower than those prevailing for similar work in the 
locality, the employee cannot be denied compensation. 

Third, compensation cannot be denied if the accepta,nce of such 
employment would either require bhe employee to join a company 
union or would interfere with his ‘oining or retaining membership in 
a bona fide labor organization. d his says that the employee cannot 
lose his compensation rights because he refuses to join a company 
union or because he would have to give up his union membership in 
order to receive this work. 

Finally, there must be in the State law a provision under which 
no vested rights will be built up against change or modification. If, 
in the course of time, Congress should see fit to insert additional 
conditions, we want the door left open to insert such additional con
ditions as may become necessary. No vested right! shall be created 
against change of the law. That must be inserted in the State act. 
In the last section, on page 63, section 902,. we also provide very 
specifically that nothing in this act’ shall prohbit alteration, amend
ment, or repeal by the Congress. We wish to make it doubly certain 
that if the Congress desires to insert further conditions at a later 
date, it may do so, if that should become necessary. 

There is a section on additional credits which is section 607 and 
also 608, beginning at the bottom of page 47. This provides that 
under certam circumstances in the future, not immediately, em
ployers ma,y receive additional credits against the Federal tax beyond 
the amounts which they have paid in that particular year. Normally 
the Federal tax is assessed at the end of the year, or, rather, after the 
close of the year, and the credit is the amount which the employer 
has actually paid during the taxable year. Under certain circum
stances the employer may get additional credits. That additional 
credit is allowed if the State law permits the employer to pay a 
lower rate of contribution than other employers are required to do, 
because he has stabilized his employment, because he has cut down 
his unemployment, and has built up nn adequate reserve fund. 

$uch additional credit must be surrounded with safeguards and 
this bill has very comprehensive safeguards. 

Referring to section 608: The additional credit may be allowed in 
States where employers are permitted to have their own individual 
accounts. In such States, additional credit is allowed only if the 
employer has built up a reserve fund of 15 percent of his pay roll. 
He cannot build up that reserve fund short of a very long period. 
This 15 percent is approximately three-fourths of the maximum 
liability that can be corn.puted. Assuming that every employee 
were discharged all at once, and assuming that every employee were 
entitled to the maximum benefits and were unable to procure other 
work for the entire period that the benefits would run, this is approxi-
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mately 75 percent of the maximum liabilit,y. That is a very strong 
safeguard. There is the further safeguard that such an employer 
must continue to contribute at least 1 percent. Similarly, employers 
under a so-called “guaranteed-employment fund” can, under certain 
circumstances, be allowed additional credit, but only if they have 
observed all their guaranties and if they have built up a reserve fund 
of at least 7j$ percent of their total pay roll. 

Under pooled funds, States may establish so-called “merit-rating 
provisions “, which will permit employers that have a very good em
ployment record a low-er rate, but only on the basis of their experience, 
and only after 5 years. 

In other words, this additional-credit provision will come into op
eration only in the future ; and for the moment I think I will pa.ss it 
and permit you to ask questions upon that point, realizing that 
have perhaps not made it entirely clear. But the idea is that em
ployers who have stabilized their employment, who have little unem
ployment, who have over a period of years developed an experience 
whmh is favorable, if permitted by the State-and that is always the 
condition-may be allowed a credit against the Federal tax. The 
State law is controlling upon this point. It is in accordance with the 
thought emphasized by the President in his message to the Congress 
that unemployment compensation should, so far as possible, encour
age the stabilization of employment. This is an attempt to do that. 

I want to say a word at this stage about the investment of the fund. 
That is covered in section 604, on page 38, a section, again, written 
by the Treasury Department. That section contemplates that 
State funds collected for unemployment-compensation purposes shall 
be deposited in the United States Treasury in a separate account, a 
trust account, for the benefit of the State; that the Secretary of the 
Treasury shall have control of the investment and the liquidation of 
such funds. He is authorized to buy any securities from these funds 
if he deems this advisable. The provision is for investment in the 
securities of the United States, and an interest earning is to be credited 
on these funds equal to the average interest earnings on all obliga
tions, primary obligations! of the Government, adjusted to the next 
lower one-eighth percent, if the fraction is different. 

The funds are to be invested in the best security we know of, the 
security of the United States Government, and are to be handled in 
such a way that these funds will promote stabilization rather than the 
reverse. 

The provisions regarding the Federal part of the administration of 
this plan occur in section 401 and section 402 on page 21. Thore is 
set up a social insurance board within the Department of Labor. 
That social insurance board, in addition to administering unemplog
ment compensation-the Federal part of it-is to hare responsibility 
for the compulsory annuity systems that we discussed yesterday, 
and is to have responsibility for any other systems of social insurance 
that may subsequently be provided by act of Congress. 

The board is to consist of three members appointed by the President 
for 6-year terms, staggered in such a way that the term of one member 
will expire each 2 years. 

118296-35-10 
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There is an appropriation to the board at this time of $l,OOO,OOO 
for the performance of its duties. The board will allot to the States 
for administration of their unemployment compensation acts in the 
first year $4,000,000, in the second year $49,000,00?, the total being 
$5,000,000 for the two administrations combined m the first year 
and $50,000,000 in the second year. The source of that money, as 
we vision it, is the 10 percent retained from the Federal tax. That 
is the source of the money which will pay the administration costs. 

The provisions under which the grants to the States are made for 
administration occur in section 407, which begins on page 30. The 
conditions are set forth in that section. 

The employees concerned with unemployment compensation, and 
most of these employees are the employees in the public employment 
offices, financed jointly by the State and Federal Governments, 
shall be selected on a nonpartisan basis and on a basis of merit under 
rules and regulations prescribed or approved by the board. 

There is a requirement fhat the grants shall be conditioned upon 
the board’s being satisfied that there is efficient administration; that 
there is a fair hearing procedure under which emplo-ees who are 
claiming unemployment, compensation can get a fan hearing to 
determrne their rights; and that necessa,ry reports are made to the 
Federal agency to enable the Federal agency to collect statistical 
data, and to determine what changes are desirable in the unemploy
ment-compensation system. 

And finally, the grants are conditioned upon observa,nce of section 
(B), on a work benefit, on page 31, a section which states tha,t after 
an employee has exhausted his rights to a cash benefit under a State 
unemployment-compensation act, he shall be certified as entitled to a 
work benefit through the agency of the United States charged with 
the administration of public works or other assistance through public 
employment. That is the language providing for the link between 
this unemployment-compensation system and the work program 
which the Federal Government is launching; the link which means 
that after the exhaustion of cash benefits, an employee, if still unem
ployed and at that time unable to procure other employment, shall 
be entitled to a work benefit. 

Actual payments of the amounts for administration are to be made 
to the States monthly under section 408, which is to be found on page 
32. 

So much for the detail. Now a few general comments, if I may be 
permitted. 

Our actuaries and statisticians calculated that if a system of this, 
kind had been in operation on a nation-wide basis in all States in the 
year 1933, approximately 16,000,OOOworkers would have been brought 
under the unemployment-compensation system. If there had been a 
loo-percent employment in that year, something like 25 or 26 million 
workers would have been brought under the system, about one half 
of the people gainfully employed, and a much larger percentage of 
the workers. 

If a system of this kind had been in operation from 1922 to 1933, 
with t,he 3-percent contribution rate contemplated, the average 
collections on a nation-wide basis would have been approximately 
$825,000,000 a year, or about $10,000,000,000 for the entire period. 
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In the twenties the collections would have considerably exceeded the 
benefits. 

By the time the depression set in, after 7 years of the system, a 
reserve fund of something in excess of $2,o00,000,000 would have 
been built up. That would have been available in the early period of 
the depression and, on the basis of benefits that the committee sug
gested to the States as the ones that they had better start out with, 
a basis of benefits which contemplates that you have a d-week waiting 
period, a 50-percent benefit with a maximum of $15 a week and a 
limit on the maximum period of 16 weeks-under such a system, this 
fund would have run through 1931. In that period there would have 
been available, in the early stages of the depression, this reserve fund, 
which would, of course, very materially have helped to sustain pur
chasing power and, unquestionably, would have helped at that stage 
to check the depression to some degree. We do not suppose that it 
could have stopped it, but it certainly would have had a beneficial 
*effect. 

Unemployment compensation is a program of insurance and, as 
.set forth here, is a program in which compensation is divorced from 
relief. The program is contemplat,ed to be self-sustaining. There 
are no Government contributions toward unemployment compensa
tion, the governmental contributions being made to provide work. 
That is the major governmental contribution. 

The benefits would necessarily be limited. The benefits will vary 
with t’he rate. If you have a higher contribution rate, you can pay 
larger benefits. But with any contribution rate that you contem
plate, so long as the system is strictly an insurance system and relief 
money does not get into the picture, the benefits necessarily will be 
limited to a given period and a time will come in a severe depression 
when people will run out of their benefits. This bill contemplates 
that at that stage they shall be given a work benefit rather than a 
cash benefit. 

While limited, the benefits are, we believe, valuable. The benefits 
come in when the employee first loses his employment, after a waiting 
period. At that time the employee still has a reasonable prospect of 
getting back to his old employment. At that stage it is certainly to 
the interest of the employee that he should not be forced to accept 
a job on public works that may take him away from his opportunity 
to get back to his old job. 

If his unemployment continues beyond such reasonable limited 
period, then obviously, as our committee sees it, the better thing to 
do is to provide a work benefit rather than an extended benefit which 
comes in cash out of the Government, the idea being a limited benefit 
on strictly insurance lines for a period durin which the employee has 
a reasonable opportunity to get back his oYd job quite soon-when 
he is daily expecting to get back to his job. 

I also want to say something at t’his point about the distribution 
of the costs contemplated. The Federal tax is imposed on the em
ployer alone. The States may, if they see fit, add contributions by 
employees and contributions from St’ate funds. That is up to the 
States. If they do so, that will increase the benefits. 
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The contribution by the employer is made uniform because it is 
impossible for the States to act unless the cost to the employers 
throughout the country is uniform. I think that is elementary. 

The costs to the employer, of course, mean costs that are shifted 
to the consumer. This is not, however, to be regarded as a sales tax. 
This is part of the wage bill. You do not call it a sales tax when the 
employer pays the wages. You do not call it a sales tax when the 
employer pays workmen’s compensation on account of accidents. 
That is part of the wage costs. 

Similarly-, as we vision unemployment compensation, this limited 
benefit durmg a period while the employee is waiting to get back to 
his old job, when the employer is encouraging him to wait-when 
he tells the unemployed worker, “We have not got an order this 
week, but next week we will probably have orders, and you will 
probably come back”-is part of the wage bill, and should be so _ _
regarded. 

Beyond that, for unemployment in a severe depression-prolonged 
unemnlovment-it is not contemplated that the cost of that shall be 
charged “to the employer alone. At that stage the Government comes 
in. But under this program that we are presenting, the Government 
comes in to provide work rather than a dole. Tha,t is the program of 
this bill. 

These governmental contributions are larger than those that any 
foreign country has ever made to any unemployment-compensation 
system. But they are compensations in the way of providing work 
rather than providing an extended cash benefit, beyond this rather 
limited period when the employee may reasonably expect to get back 
to work. 

That concludes my discussion of unemployment compensation, 
Mr. Chairman, and I shall be glad to answer any questions. 

Mr. LEWIS. Doctor, we were speaking now of credits that may be 
allowed the employer under the tax that may be imposed. Will you 
take the concrete case of the Swope. organization, for this purpose, 
and apply the credit provision to that Swope organization, assuming 
that it comes in under the act as a competent institution. You told 
us that the act does not apply to Government employees-State or 
Federal. I want a concrete picture of how it applies to some private 
organizatio?, and I am suggesting the General Electric Co., of which 
Mr. Swope LSpresident. 

Mr. WITTE. Mr. Swope is the president of the General Electric 
Co., a large employer, with plants in many States, but t,he largest of 
its plants are in the State of New York. 

Since 1930 the General Electric Co. has had a voluntary unemploy
ment-compensation system, the largest single unemployment-com
pensation system in this country; a system, I think, t,hat applies to 
about 50,000 employees at the present time. That means more em
ployees than there are in some States. It is a system which has 
stood up remarkably w-e11during this depression. 

Let me deal with the plants of this company in the State of New 
York, where the largest number of these employees are to be found. 
If the State of New Ybrk permits what are kn0w.n as “individual 
accounts,” individual-plant accounts-and the administration bill 
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now pending in the New York State Legislature does not permit such 
accounts-it will be up to the State whether it wiqhes to permit 
individual accounts or not, but, assuming that it does permit them, 
then the General Electric Co. presumably could set up an individual 
account. The General Electric Co. can set up an individual account. 
I take it for granted, the company is financially responsible! so that it 
can satisfy the State administration that it can maintain an individual 
account. 

Assuming that the State of New York imposes a tax of 3 percent 
as the Federal act will require, in the first year under the act the 
General Electric Co. will pay to the State of New York a 3-percent 
contribution on its pay rolls. Under State unemployment-compensa
tion acts these are not usually called taxes at all, but they are called 
contributions or premiums-either one. Normally they are collected 
monthly. 

We will assume that the State of New York will pass an unemploy
ment-compensation act shortly after this Congress has enacted the 
bill we are discussing. I think that that is a fair assumption because 
Governor Lehman has stated that the unemplormcnt~-compensation 
bill which he has had drafted is bill no. 1 on his calendar and has 
advised his legislature that as soon as he knows what will be required 
he will push for the enact’ment of the unemployment-compensation 
bill now pending in that State. 

Assuming that bill is in effect January 1, when this act takes effect, 
and also assuming for the sake of simplicity, that we will have dur
ing the next year such recovery that the 3-percent rate will be in 
effect, the General Electric Co. will pay during that year monthly 
contributions to the State of New York, of 3 percent of its pay rolls. 
That will continue until the General Electric Co. has build up the 
reserves that are required for additional credit under the hill. 

The State will maintain a separate account with the General Electric 
Co. in which it will credit, on one side, the payments made by the 
General Electric Co. and, on the other side, it will charge the compen
sation paid to employees of the General Electric Co. for unemployment 
compensation. That is what we mean by an individual account. 
That account will be kept, by the State. 

The actual money will be deposited in the United States Treasury, 
just as will be the money of every other employer who is not per
mitted to have an individual account. The State keeps the entire 
record with the General Electric Co.-not the Federal Government. 
The State administers the payment of the compensation to the em
ployees of the General Electric Co. under such rules and regulations 
as it may adopt, through the employment offices. 

At the end of the first year! let us say in January 1937, the 
General Electric Co. will be required to make a report to the Treasury 
of the United States on its pay rolls for that year; as a credit against 
the 3-percent tax which the Treasury will figure out on the General 
Electric Co. pay roll, there will be allowed as an offset the payments 
which have been made by the General Electric Co. under the New 
York act during that year, up to 90 percent of the Federal tax. Three-
tenths of 1 percent of the pay roll will be collected from the General 
Electric Co. and every other employer subject to this tax in any event 
an.d at all times. 
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Mr. LEWIS. That means, then, in general, that a private company 
can have a separate account for its own institution, dependent upon 
what the State legislature has to say about it. 

Mr. WITTE. Certainly. The State legislature can say, “We will 
have nothing to do with individual accounts. We will amalgamate all 
of these funds in a central pooled fund. WTewill take the money of 
the employers and will pay out compensation to the employees 
regardless of whether they were employed by Tom Jones or Harry 
Smith.” 

But it can, if it so desires, keep a separate account with tile em
ployer, and make him pay for his own unemployment compensation 
and nobody else’s. That depends upon the State law. 

If New York permits separate accounts, the General Electric Co. 
can have one. If New York does not want that, not’hing in this act 
compels New York to ha,ve it. New York can decide for itself on 
what basis t’he employees of the General Electric Co. who work in 
the State of New York shall be compensated. 

I have not dealt with this additional credit. The additional credit 
will come in under the laws of New York at a time when the reserve 
fund of the General Electric Co. has been built up to 15 percent of 
its pay roll. That will be a long time in the future-how long in 
the future depends upon how much unemployment t,he General 
Electric Co. will have. If it has built up its reserves to that point, 
and if the State law permits the General Electric Co. to pay a lower 
rate of contribution than 3 percent, the Federal Government will give 
the same credit that the State law gives to the General Electjric Co. 
That is the scheme. But we add the restriction that in no event may 
the State law reduce that rate to less than 1 per cent, which must 
be contributed to the central pooled fund of the State. The idce is 
that although the General Electric Co. may have taken ca?e of its 
employees in an exemplary manner in order to have the benefits of 
the insurance features, it should make some contribution to the 
general unemployment fund in the State. That. is the central idea. 

This additional credit is not something that will come. into effect 
immediately. The States are required t#o start with uniform rates, 
but, if they so desire, they may establish these individual accounts, 
and may give special credits to employers who have stabilized their 
employment, and they may do tha,t eve,n if they do not permit indi
vidual account.s. They may, after 5 years, make different rates for 
different industries. They may give lower rates for employers who 
have had a good experience; that is the merit-rating provision. You 
can have that with a law such as Governor Lehman has pending in 
New York, in which there will be no individual accounts. But 
under such a law reductions cannot be permitted until after 5 years, 
because a reduct’ion based on less than 5 years is on such a short period 
of time that there is no real basis for determining whether that is due 
to special effort’s at stabilization or whether it is Just merely accidental 
in a particular year. 

If that has not explained the point, I shall be glad to elaborat,e it 
further. 

Mr. HILL. On that point of the State allowing a lower ra,te to a 
particular industry on the basis that it has done a good work in sta-
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bilizing employment in that industry, how does that affect the credit 
which such an industry may have a,s against the tax levied by the 
Federal Government? 

Mr. WITTE. That is the additional-credit provision. Assuming 
that this is not an individual account t’hat you are thinking about; 
but a general State pooled fund, in which certain industries are per
mitted to have lower rates-that is, after 5 years- a State may, for 
instance, grant a lower rate to banks, let us say. That is because 
banks probably have relatively little unemployment; certainly much 
less than, for instance, contractors. Or they may grant a lower rate 
to employers who, on their own individual experience, have had a 
very favorable experience during these 5 years. 

When that lower rate comes into effect we say that although we 
grant you a credit, you must alwa s pay 1 percent as a minimum. 
That is provided m this section. tk he State cannot make the rate 
less than 1 percent. Let us assume the State allows the maximum 
reduction that is possible. 

The Federal tax is 3 percent’. Three-tenths of 1 percent has to be 
paid anyhow, for administration. One percent has to be paid Do 
the State fund, in any case. But there is an additional 1.7 percent 

, 	 which, under the State law, we are assuming will not have to be paid 
because this is an industry that has a low rate of unemployment or 
because this is a plant which has had a very favorable experience. 
In that case we say that if the State does not require you to pa,y 
that 1.7 percent, the Federal Government will not either. 

Mr. COOPER. Will the gentleman yield? 
Mr. HILL. I yield. 
Mr. COOPER. Doctor, if I understand the underlying principle sup-

porting the idea of a Federal tax, it is to make it uniform throughout 
the entire country? 

Mr. WITTE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. COOPER. Thereby meetin, v a difficult’y that would nat’urally 

arise on account of the element of competition. 
Mr. WITTE. Certainly. . 
Mr. COOPER. That is, competition between certain business 

enterprises. If the system is to make allowance for certain industries 
to have special accounts, does not that strike at the very principle 
that is supposed to prevail through t,he whole system? 

Mr. WITTE. It does to a very slight extent,, possibly; I will grant 
you that. But there is a balancing of that against the other fact 
or that everybody realizes-that unemployment compensation should 
be something more than merely a payment of benefits on an insurance 
basis. As t,he President expressed it, unemployment compensation 
should furnish an incentive to reduce unemployment. It is a ques
tion of balancing items. 

Through this additionltl credit yolu do allow, for inst’ance, the Gen
eral Electric Co.-assuming that tho General Electric Co. has much 
more favorable experience and that under the laws of New York 
it would be permitted to have an additiona,l credit-to have a lower 
rat,e t,han its competit’ors, the Westinghouse Co., or the Allis-Chalmers 
Co., in our Stat,e, which are competitors wit,h General Electric Co. 
In a sense, that destroys the element of uniformity. But we are 
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doing that for a definite purpose, the definite purpose being to en-
courage employers to stabilize their employment-to reduce unem
ployment if they can. This provision of additional credit does not 
become effective immediately. The provision takes effect quite far off 
in the fut,ure. But it is something set up to give the employers an 
incentive to look forward to in reducing t’heir unemployment to the 
maximum degree possible. 

Mr. COOPER. Just on that point, I am sorry, but I am unable to 
follow you exactly on that. You speak of the effect in the future. 
That is exactly what I have in mind. If a certain industry is to receive 
a preferential rate, and, as time goes on, these various industries are 
able to establish further preferential rates, how then does that con-
tribute to the principle of uniformity t’hat is sought to be accom
plished by this system? 

Mr. WITTE. To a slight extent it is a deviation from uniformity, 
we will grant you that. 

Mr. COOPER. It may be slight and it may become greater as the 
prefential rates are gra,nted various industries throughout the country. 
Is not that true? 

Mr. WITTE. Under the plant-reserve system, it probably will not 
be very great because the number of plants that will build up a 15-
percent reserve is likely to be very small. Through varying rates in the 
States it may in time become quite material, but there is a great deal 
to be stated for varying rates. It is a pretty crude system that levies 
the same rate of contribution on the bank as on the contractor. 
There is a different sort of a risk. As in all other types of insurance, 
we should try to measure the risk. In course of time it may be that 
the Federal Government should impose different rates on different 
industries. We are not in a position to do that now, because we do 
not know; we have not had enough experience even to begin to do that. 

Mr. COOPER. Just on that point, you use the illustration of a bank 
and some industry. What I have in mind is the same industry 
operating in different States, for instance, the illustration you b.ave 
repeatedly used, of the electrical-appliance industry. Assume that 
one State of the Union allows a preferential treatment to the part of 
that industry operating in that State, and another State does not 
allow a similar preferential rate to a branch of the same industry. 
It occurs to me that you strike very vitally at the principle of uniform
ity that is sought to be accomplished by the imposition of this 
Federal tax. 

Mr. WITTE. Frankly, that is a departure from absolute uniformity, 
and you can be either for or against it. The General Electric Co. which 
we have been using as an illustration, by regularizing its employment, 
by having little unemployment, is relieving public expense for unem
ployment, and probably is making a large contribution in keeping its 
employees at work. The only way a concern can get this extra credit 
is through consciously pursuing a policy, for instance, of distributing 
work in the slack times. This employer distributes work among its 
employees instead of throwing a pa,rt of its employees on to the 
public for support. It is all a question of balance. It does depart 
from the rule of uniformity, but the employer is meeting another cost 
when he stabilizes his business. 
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Mr. COOPER. I get your viewpoint of it all right, but we are legis
lating for a long time in the future here. I may be unduly appre
hensive, but I can see how in the course of time there is the oppor
tunity for considerable special favors being granted in this very 
system here. 

Mr. HILL. This 10 percent out of the 100 percent of the tax that-. 
the Federal Government collects in any event is,, you- say, to be used _ 
for administrative purposes? 

Mr. WITTE. Yes,&. 
Mr. HILL. How is that to be divided between the State in the 

administration of its unemployment-compensation act and the Federal 
Government? 

Mr. WITTE. In the first vear we appropriate $5,000,000. That is 
less than 10 percent, but we do not needmuch money at the start. 
At the start you pay no benefits. The States are merely collecting 
contributions. You do not need a very large amount of money,. 
That sum we divide, $l,OOO,OOO to the Federal Government and 
$4,000,000 to be allotted to the States. 

The next year after that, you are not yet paying benefits but will 
have to set up additional employment offices and get ready to ad-
minister benefits. We still keep that $l,OOO,OOOfor the Federal Gov
ernment, and we turn $49,000,000 over to the States, The $50,000,-
000 total represents about 10 percent of the tax that we would collect 
on tbe a-percent contribution rate on the basis of employment the 
way it was in 1933. We will probably collect that in the first year, 
and somewhat better than that, assuming that all States act. Prob
ably not all States will act, but $50,000,000 is an approximation of 
the amount you will probably collect under this 10 percent of the tax. 

Mr. HILL. The idea is, then, that out of this 10 percent is to be 
paid all of the administrative expense by the States and the Federal 
Government? 

Mr. WITTE. Ninety-eight percent goes to the States under the bill. 
Mr. HILL. Ninety-eight percent? That takes a portion of the 10 

percent that the Federal Government will collect. 
Mr. WITTE. Yes; 98 percent of the 10 percent’. 
Mr. HILL. Suppose one or more States should not act in passing 

an unemployment-compensation law. The Federal Government will 
collect the total amount of the tax. What would it do with that 
from the State that has no compensation law? 

Mr. WITTE. Put it in the Treasury of t,he United States to be 
disposed of by the Congress. 

Mr. HILL. It does not have to be distributed out among the em
ployees in other States? 

Mr. WITTE. No; there is no such provision. 
Mr. HILL. It is just held.there? 
Mr. WITTE. You can do with it as you see fit. You can use it 

for relief or for any other purpose that you wish. It is not held. 
It is put in the general funds of the Government. 

Mr. HILL. Of course, 10 percent is put in the general fund, too, 
is it not? 

. Mr. WITTE. Yes; certainly. 
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Mr. HILL. The only special funds you have are the accounts 
with the different States? 

Mr. WITTE. Yes. They are not appropriated by Congress at all. 
They are just trust accounts held by the Treasury. 

Mr. HILL. Each State then is a territorial unit as to these accounts, 
and the account of each State is for the specific benefit of employers 
within that particular State? 

Mr. WITTE. It is its own money; it is the State’s money. 
Mr. HILL. You say that in the case of the General Electric Co., for 

instance, where the State might allow an individual account, that 
constitutes a matter of bookkeepin, 0 for the State and not for the 
Federal Government. The Federal Government keeps one account 
with the State and no individual accounts with certain industries? 

Mr. WITTE. That is entirely correct. 
Mr. HILL. But they must have reports from these industries as to 

the credit they will be entitled to in order to know how much credit 
to allow them. on the Federal tax. 

Mr. WITTE. Qf course, that will be the way it will work. In the 
future if they are allowed a lower rate of tax, they, of course, will 
claim that, and the Treasury makes rules and regulations for the 
collection of the tax. The Treasury undoubtedly would require 
some evidence that they are permitted a lower rate under a State law. 

Mr. HILL. Is this particular subject of this bill what you call 
“unemployment insurance? ” 

Mr. WITTE. Instead of the term “insurance”, we deliberately use 
the term “compensation.” 

Mr. HILL. That is what I want to get, if you make a distinction 
bet,ween “compensation” and ((insurance.” 

Mr. WITTE. They are used interchangeably but in the last analysis, 
unemployment insurance is not insurance of the same kind as other 
types of msurance. I think everybody must concede that. Past 
experience does not give us much of a guide to predict future unem
ployment. Life insurance is insurance in a strictly technical sense, 
because we can compute what the life expectancy is. At this time 
we do not have even past statistics on unemployment that are half-
way adequate. In course of time we will have statistics. But ex
perience has been that, at least so far, nobody can tell with absolute 
exactness or even with approximate exactness, on the basis of past 
unemployment experience, what the unemployment will be in the 
future. It is not strictly an insurance concept. 

We regard unemployment compensat,ion as very closely parallel to 
“workmen’s compensation ” -which is really accident compensation. 
It is a limited benefit, a statutory right, which has features of an 
insurance plan, but technically I think should be called “unemploy
ment compensa.tion”, rather than “unemployment insurance.” 
Popularity, of course, the two terms will be used as synonymous. 

Mr. HILL. Under this bill, is there any provision that affords any 
assurance that a particular State will pay the unemployed within that 
State according to any plan of compensation? In olher words, will 
it be a flat rate or will it be determined as a certain porti.on of the 
wage that the employee has customarily received? 
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Mr. WITTE. Theoretically you can have a flat rate, as in England. 
In this country nobody has proposed unemployment compensation 
on any other basis than a percentage of the wage. We leave wide 
discretion to the States to do what they see fit in this matter. I 
think that you need not worry much that the benefits will not be 
liberal enough. The danger will be that with the small amounts 
with which you start out the benefits will be higher than the States 
can afford to pay. That may be a danger. The report of the com
mittee asks caution in that respect. We must first build up some 
reserves before we become too liberal with benefits. 

But we have this safeguard: One of the conditions of allowing the 
credit to the State is that it will spend every dollar which it collects 
for compensation. It cannot use any of the contribution for any-
thing else. And we have the money in the Treasury here. The 
Secretary of the Treasury is given express authority to make such 
rules and regulations as he sees fit governing the withdrawal of funds. 

The actual benefit rate in this country probably will. be a percentage 
of the wage. This subject is not, new; I tllink your committee con
sidered a bill very similar to Ohis last year. The subject hss been 
before State legislatures in most of the States. It has been before 
State legislatures in many of the industrial States annually at each 
session of the legislature since 1921. All bills in this country have 
contemplated payment at a rate of wage ranging from 40 t,o about 
65 percent, with a maximum limit. We suggest that on the basis 
of the whole experience throughout the country and a 4 weeks’ wait
ing period that a rate of benefit be paid of 50 percent of the wage, 
not exceeding $15 per week, and for not exceeding a maximum period 
of 16 weeks, except that you may allow additional credits for people 
who have been long employed without drawing any benefits. 

That is for the average of the country. In a model State bill that 
we are preparing, we are putting in a clause saying that the States 
may depart t,herefrom. Unemployment has differed very greatly 
in different States. For instance, it is very easy t,o understand that 
the Dist,rict of Columbia, which has the type of industries-stores, 
laundries, and so forth--in which there is relatively little unem
ployment, can pay a much more liberal benefit than can, let us say, 
a coal mining State. 

Mr. HILL. What I want to get at is whether it is any concern of 
the Federal Government under this bill whether one State should 
have a flat rate of compensation or another State or other States 
should have a wage percentage base of compensation, so long as all 
the money to the credit of each State is spent for compensation. 

Mr. WITTE. No, sir. 
Mr. VINSON. That is exactly the point that I want you to develop. 

This is levied’under the taxing power of the Federal Government, 
and that rate is one rate, either 1, 2, or 3 percent of the pay roll. Is 
that correct? 

Mr. WITTE. Yes, sir. 
Mr. VINSON. Wherein is there any power in the Constitution to 

say that a State shall have unemployment insurance laws that would 
levy a 3-percent tax upon pay rolls in that State, and then another 
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State could have laws that would in effect say, “We will levy 3 percent 
on most of them, but here are some particular few that may be able 
to build up reserves; they can get off with 1 percent. ” Now, justify 
that constitutionally. 

Mr. WITTE. I would prefer to refer that question to the Attorney 
General, who I believe will appear before.you. 

Mr. VINSON. What is your judgment about it? 
Mr. WITTE. My judgment is that it can be done. We have a case 

of the Supreme Court that seems to be directly in point. That is 
the case of Florida v. Mellon. 

Mr. VINSON. That was an estate-tax case. 
Mr. WITTE. An inheritance-tax case, in which your act, which is 

still in effect, provided that the amounts payable under the Federal 
Estates Act shall be reduced by the amounts that have been paid 
under a State inheritance-tax law. 

Mr. HILL. Let us defer this until after the recess, and I will yield 
to you further. 

Mr. COOPER. There is the roll call now. 
Mr. HILL. I move a recess until 2 o’clock. 
The &AIRMAN. Without objection, the committee will take a 

recess until 2 o’clock. 
(Whereupon, at 12.20 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. m., Jan. 

12, 1935.) 

AFTERRECESS 

Upon the expiration of the recess, the hearing was resumed. 

STATEMENT OF DR. E. E. WITTE-Resumed 

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order. 
Dr. WITTE. I believe that I was still open to questions on unem

ployment compensation. 
Mr. VINSON. I had a question, and I do not recall whether you had 

answered it to your complete satisfaction. 
Dr. WITTE. No; I had not. The question, I believe, was a ques

tion of constitutionality, on which I profess I do not pretend to be an 
expert, but is is my belief that the constitutionality of this act is 
governed-

Mr. VINSON. I do not think that you ought to take a broadside of 
it. It is not the constitutionality of this act but of this particular 
feature; that is, the constitutional point involved is whether or not 
you can levy a tax of 3 percent on pay rolls, a Federal levy, and then 
permit a State, under a State law, to say that certain privileged 
business, or certain business commg under the purview of that 
statute, would be exempted from paying 3 percent, which otherwise 
would be the universal rate. 

I think that that is the constitutional point. 
Dr. WITTE. The question you have is on the constitutionality of 

the additional credit? 
Mr. VINSON. That is the point. 
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Dr. WITTE. On that point, I am hardly qualified to speak. I 
think the advice that the committee has is that the act is constitu
tional; but let me also call your attention to this fact-that that is a 
clearly separable provision of the act, and if that additional credit 
provision is invalid, it would not’ affect the constitutionality of the 
entire act. 

Mr. VINSON. I know you well enough, having worked with you 
to know that you would not want us to have a clause in here that we 
thought to be unconstitutional. 

Dr. WITTE. No. If you think it is unconstitutional, you should 
take it out. 

Mr. VINSON. If I understand it, you do not care to express yourself 
further on that point? 

Dr. WITTE. On the general proposition of a credit as an offset of 
amounts paid, the credit of amounts paid under a State law against 
a Federal tax, I think that that is controlled by F’lorida v. Mellon. 
Whether you can allow an additional credit of the amount not paid 
is a different question, I grant you. 

Mr. VINSON. Let us discuss the matter of policy. Mr. Cooper 
this morning raised the question of uniformity in respect of this 
credit feature. I would like to ask you what you think about the 
question of certainty of payment of the unemployment compensation 
if you permit these private acdounts to be set up? 

Dr. WITTE. That is the idea of the 15-percent reserve. With a 
15-percent reserve, the plant accounts will undoubtedly pay them in 
full. Once they have a 15-percent reserve, theoretically that is only 
75 percent of the possible maximum liability. 

Mr. VINSON. You say 15-percent reserve would be 75 percent--
Dr. WITTE. Of the possible maximum liability. 
Mr. VINSON. What about the real maximum? 
Dr. WITTE. The real maximum is less than 75 percent in any actual 

case. It would never happen that all of the employees would be 
discharged at once and that every employee would be ent,itled to the 
maximum compensation. 

Mr. VINSON. But suppose that a plant burns and immediately 
stops operation; then you would have 100 percent unemployment. 
Would you not have your maximum, then? 

Dr. WITTE. No. You do not have the maximum, for several 
reasons. In the first place, some of those employees will get employ
ment elsewhere and, of course, compensation stops that minute. 
Likewise, some of the employees would already have exhausted part 
of their benefit rights before that. Under all compensation systems 
ever proposed, there is a ratio between benefits and the periods of 
employment. The usual ratio is 1 week of benefits for 4 of employ
ment. 

Mr. VINSON. You have some additional benefits in here, if the man 
has worked 1,2,3, or 5 years additional, have you not? 

Dr. WITTE. Yes. 
Mr. VINSON. But if you build up a 15-percent reserve, you feel that 

there is no question about this certainty of coverage? 
Dr. WITTE. I think t.here is none in practice. 



Mr. VINSON. Have you told us how much pay-roll tax 1 percent 
would be, annually? 

Dr. WITTE. On the present pay rolls, approximately $200,000,000. 
Mr. VINSON. Would it increase the proper ratio at 2 percent or 

3 nercent? 
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Mr. VINSON. Have you told us how much pay-roll tax 1 percent 
would be, annually? 

Dr. WITTE. On the present pay rolls, approximately $200,000,000. 
Mr. VINSON. Would it increase the proper ratio at 2 percent or 

3 nercent? 
*Dr. WITTE. Certainly; and, as employment improves, that amount 

will increase. 
On the pay rolls of 1929, a S-percent tax would have amounted to 

$1 ,ooo,ooo,ooo. 
Mr. VINSON. I believe you said that in t,he administration of it 

you would have some group that would hear complaints. Is that 
correct? 

Dr. WITTE. You mean, the actual administration? 
Mr. VINSON. Yes; hear complaints of employees in respect to 

claims for benefits under the law. 
Dr. WITTE. This Federal Act provides that there must, be a fair 

trial procedure. The usual provision in bills proposed in this coun
try is that, at the time a man loses his employment, he goes to an 
employment office and registers for other employment, and if he 
does not get employment within t,he waiting period, then he becomes 
‘eligible for a benefit. 

But suppose that the employment office saxs, “Blthough you 
claim that you are, employed, we have a report here from the em
ployer which says that you really never worked for him,” or something 
of that sort; that man is entitled to a trial. The appeal procedure 
provided in this country is either one or two methods: One, the 
method of the workmen’s compensation acts, a hearing before a 
referee, a single person, and the other, the one in the Wisconsin law, 
which 1s a procedure in which there is a local board which is also one 
employer member, an employee member, and a neutral member. 
The procedure of the British act, in England the board is made up 
of a panel of employer and employee representatives, and usually the 
neutral member is a permanent official. 

Mr. VINSON. What method have you adopted in this bill? 
Dr. WITTE. We prescribe only that the Federal administration 

must be satisfied that there is a fair trial procedure. 
Mr. VINSON. You think you prefer to set that up by regulation 

rather than by legislation? 
Dr. WITTE. I think the sort of trial procedure you need in the 

varying conditions of this country will vary. In the remote areas of 
our rural western States, the sort of procedure that you can have is 
quite different from the one that would work in a large metropolitan 
center. 

Mr. VINSON. What do you mean by that? That is a general state
ment. What do you mean by “different”, when you come down to a 
claim for money from this insurance fund? 

Dr. WITTE. In the State of Montana you have stores-and places 
employing 4 or more employees that are 20 or 30 miles from any 
other place, and in New York City you have a very different sort of 
condition. 

Mr. VINSON. Of course, we all understand that,. 
Dr. WITTE. Yes. 
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Mr. VINSON. Now, in regard to your boa,rd that administers it, you 
will have that done, generally speaking, under State law? 

Dr. WITTE. Yes. 
Mr. VINSON. And it would most probably be in the capital or more 

convenient centers? 
Dr. WITTE. The hearings in these cases should not be in the State 

capital. The amounts of money involved are small, and those em
ployees should not be compelled to go from one end of the State to 
ihe- State capital. 

Mr. VINSON. Did vou think that anvbodv I would want that done?I 
Dr. WITTE. No. ” 
Mr. VINSON. What I am tryin g to get at is whether or not it is 

contemplated that there would be any appeal to the courts, or whetb.er 
this board or commission or what not would have the final say? 

Dr. WITTE. It cannot have the final say under our American sys
tem. There can be an appeal to the courts, finally. 

Mr. VINSON. Let us see about that. Take your Workmen’s Com
pensation Board. So far as facts are concerned, they speak finally. 

Dr. WITTE. So far as facts are concerned. 
Mr. VINSON. And so far as some of the States at least are concerned, 

the only way that you can get into court is through error of law. 
You do not contemplate that the employer could take the employee 
into the courts? 

Dr. WITTE. No. 
Mr. VINSON. To determine whether or not he would have these 

benefits? 
Dr. WITTE. All bills propose substantially the sa.me sort of pro-

vision in regard to appeals to the courts that are now in the workmen’s 
compensation act. 

Mr. VINSON. Where is the section in this act that says anything 
about appeal? 

Dr. FITTE. Fair trial procedure-it is in this in this section 407, 
on page 30, which reads: 

(3) Unemployment compensation is paid as a matter of right and in accordance 
with the terms of the State unemployment-compensation law to all persons eligible
thereto under such law, and that all persons whose claims for compensation are 
denied are given a fair hearing, before an impartial tribunal. 

That is the provision. 
Mr. VINSON. Does that say anything about appeals to courts? 
Dr. WITTE. No. It is up to the State. 
Mr. VINSON. As I caught it, this impartial tribunal might be a 

board or a commission-is that correct? 
Dr. WITTE. Yes. 
Mr. VINSON. In other words, certainly we do not want to have a 

bill here that would permit hardships and injustice practiced upon 
employees who are making claims for the benefits under this bill. 

Dr. WITTE. This is a condition which must be met in order to get 
any part of the administrative fund--this bill contemplates t’hat t,he 
social-insurance board will actually carry out t,his provision and will 
not give any allotment to any State which does not have a fair trial 
procedure. We are doing just as in workmen’s compensation. In 
some States it is provided that the appeal to t’he courts may be had 


